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ABSTRACT
This Report Supplement amplifies the information contained in the
basic report, Energy Use for Building Construction (December, 1976)
and adds the following information:
With the addition of the information on energy per unit of component
in major areas not covered by the original report, broad audits of
energy embodied in buildings can now be made. Major areas added are
Metal Doors and Windows, Plastics, Plumbing Fixtures, Plumbing Fittings,
Heating Equipment, Electrical Equipment, Copper Pipe and Wire, Aluminun
Pipe and Wire, and Asphalt.
An examination of energy distribution in typical 1-family residential
construction shows that a greater percentage of the total energy re-
quired is in the General Construction (as opposed to Plumbing, Heating,
Ventilating and Electrical) than in the dollar percentage divisions.
The largest single category of energy use in new building construction
is Direct Energy (the energy brought to and expended on the job site).
It is almost totally in the form of refined petroleum, which represents
almost 15 percent of all energy required to build buildings. Of this,
59 percent is in asphalt, lk percent in gasoline, 23 percent in diesel
fuel, and the balance in fuel oil and liquid petroleum.
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In broad categories, building construction is more labor intensive
per dollar than non-building construction, and alterations and
additions are more labor intensive per dollar than new building.
This is in reverse order from energy intensivity in these categories
These relationships do not apply consistently in examining detailed
examples. In two specific comparisons of assemblies meeting equal
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The first phase of the study on energy use in building construction,
hereinafter referred to as the EBC Report, established the 1967
average national figures for energy use in construction, both building
and non-building. This report is entitled Energy Use for Building
Construction , by B. Hannon, R. G. Stein, B. Segal, D. Serber, C. Stein,
University of Illinois, December 1976. Building and non-building
construction are divided into k9 sub-categories according to major
building types or major non-building construction usages (Figure 1,
p. 7). In addition to the total energy use in each of these k9 sub-
categories, a division was made between direct on-site energy and
indirect or embodied energy in the products that were purchased by
that construction sector for end use (Appendix IV A, Table 32).
In each sub-category, the percentage divisions of energy use, both
direct and indirect, were determined and graphed.* In the sub-
categories relating to building construction, the average energy use
per square foot was also established.**
*EBC Report, pp. 25 - 33.
**Ibid., p. 85.

The EBC Report determined the amount of energy necessary to produce
most major building products, from the extraction of the raw materials
through the complete manufacturing and fabrication of the product
ready for shipment to the job site. The energy necessary to bring it
to the job site was added. This total figure, the embodied energy,
was expressed in Btu per unit characteristic of that building product,
(e.g. Board Foot of Rough Lumber, Square Foot of V Polished Plate
Glass, Cubic Yard of Ready-mix concrete, etc.) These figures were
compared against those derived in other studies that determined energy
embodiment using different analytical methods. The Btu values derived
were used as energy estimating components to estimate the embodied
energy in different building assemblies. Energy cost/benefit analyses
were made of interchangeable assemblies and life cycle comparisons
were made based on varying performances.
This supplementary study, hereinafter referred to as the EBC Supplement,
extends the information of the EBC Report in three major areas
.
First, the investigation of embodied energy per unit of material has
been supplemented with information on additional materials that were
not covered in the EBC Report. Second, where alternative interchange-
able assemblies were investigated for their energy contents, we have
now added a comparison of the labor requirements of each, including
the labor required to produce the components for these assemblies.

Third, since the largest single category of energy use in any of the
building types referred to above was the direct energy, this study
looks into the way direct energy is used in the new building categories
to determine whether there are potential energy reductions
.
The data base for these studies is the University of Illinois Center
for Advanced Computation (CAC) Energy Input/Output (I/O) Model,
based on Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)
figures for the economy in the year 1967.
The model was expanded to 399 sectors for the EBC Report by adding
32 new construction categories and 17 maintenance construction cate-
gories. The 399 sector numbers referred to are the numbers used in




II ENERGY USE STUDIES
This section includes the following studies of energy use
in the construction industry in 1967:
A. Embodied Energy per Unit of Building Material , which examines
those materials making a major contribution to the energy
embodied in new building construction (in addition to those
examined in the EBC Report), and which translates the measure
of embodiment from Btu/$ to Btu/physical unit. The physical
units chosen are those used in standard building cost estimating
B. Breakdown of Energy Use in One-Family Residences , which
rearranges energy use information from the 399-Order Ranked
Total Energy Requirements for this construction sector into
construction industry categories and which compares the
percent of the total energy cost in each category and the
percent of the total dollar cost of each category.
C. Energy Use in New Building Construction vs. Total Production
,
which compares the total amount of energy used by industries
which produce the materials examined under Section A with the
amounts of energy used by those industries in new building
construction.

D. Labor Intensities of Typical Assemblies , which compares the
labor intensity and the energy intensity of some alternative
structural and framing systems.
E. Direct Energy Consumption , which analyzes the way energy is
used on the job site during the construction process according






EMBODIED ENERGY PER UNIT OF MATERIAL
The EBC Report showed that the entire new building sector accounted
for 6.21 percent of the total 1967 national energy usage. This
totaled U155.10 trillion Btu. Of this, 3,^21.6 were in New Building
Construction, with the balance in Building Maintenance and Repair.
(Figure 1.) Most of the major categories of building products
which embody significant amounts of energy were investigated in
detail. A printout of all of these products, arranged according
to the percentage of total New Building energy use that they represented
in 1967» appears in Appendix IV A, on Table 33.
The 31+21.6 trillion Btu in New Building Construction can be broken down
into three general categories; building materials and products (70 percent
of total); direct energy (15 percent of total); and overhead, trade and
transportation (15 percent of total). The categories covered in the
EBC Report accounted for kQ percent of the 70 percent of embodied energy
which is in New Building Construction building materials in addition to
15 percent in direct energy and 15 percent in embodied energy in overhead,
trade and transportation margins. The additional categories investigated
in this Supplement represent an additional 20 percent in the building
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The basic information is derived from CAC 399 sector model, which is
based on the economic input/output matrix developed by the Department
of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) and translated from dollar
transactions into energy transactions by CAC. These energy transactions
include all indirect purchases of fuel, process energy consumed by sectors
contributing to the sector under investigation, transportation between
stages of the process chain, energy content of feedstocks for petro-
chemicals, direct energy value of products such as asphalt, administrative
energy, etc. It is the only approach which includes all steps in the
chain of industrial process and all inputs to a given sector from other
sectors.
The CAC 399 model corresponds with the 1967 Census of Manufactures data,
which uses the Department of Commerce Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC), at a U-digit classification level. The Census of Manufactures
data, however, offers a much finer breakdown. It contains information at
SIC 5 and 7 digit classification level. Therefore, we subdivided certain
CAC 399 level industries that had significant inputs into New Building
Construction into 5- and 7-digit classification, corresponding to the
Census of Manufacturing data. At this level of breakdown, we were able
to approach the type of product breakdown necessary for a precise energy-
estimate of building materials and components . From the Census , we obtained
quantities of materials produced, such as pounds of copper, board feet of
lumber, and the corresponding dollar value. To the unit price obtained
from these figures, we applied the CAC figure for total energy intensity
(Btu/ dollar) of product (Table 3*0, arriving at an average figure for
embodied Btu/Unit.

The additional energy necessary to transfer materials from the producer
to the job site is accounted for by eight "margin" sectors. Six of
these sectors account for transportation of materials , and two cover
the operation of retail and wholesale trade. Tables 3 to 19 include
the increments of Btu/Unit of product to New Building Construction
which account for these margins. The derivation of this factor is
described in detail in Appendix C of the EBC Report.
The additional energy embodiment per unit of materials charts follow
the same methodology as described above with the exception of Asphalt
Products and Miscellaneous Plastics Products.
The asphalt described in Table 5 is the energy content of asphalt sold
directly for roofing, pavings, and similar building purposes. It is
accounted for as one of the refined petroleum products in the direct
energy sector and is described more fully in Section ITD-Direct Energy
Consumption.
Miscellaneous Plastics deviated from the procedure because the Census
of Manufactures data does not include units of measure with dollar
values for Miscellaneous Plastics. Since dollar values per unit are
necessary to derive a Btu value per unit, we used the following method
to determine those values. Process and feedstock energy values per
pound of several different plastics were taken from the article by
R. S. Berry, T. V. Long, and H. Makin, "An International Comparison

10
of Energy Polymers and Their Alternatives," Energy Policy , June 1975.
To these we added overhead energy values which were derived from the
CAC printout, "Partial Energy Intensities for Miscellaneous Plastics."
We feel that the resulting Btu per unit is comparable to the Btu per
unit derived from our standard method.
In 1967, Miscellaneous Plastics consume U3.^ trillion Btu to produce
building products for new building construction. It is a significant
energy user. By 1975, a year with a sharply reduced national economy,
plastic production had increased by about 60 percent overall. The
comparisons in Table 1 and Table 2 show how plastic products can be
either more or less advantageous, from an energy use standpoint.
Comparing the two insulating materials on the basis of R value, polystyrene
is approximately 10 times as energy intensive as mineral wool (Table l).
On the other hand, steel pipe is approximately three times as energy-
intensive as plastic pipe of the same diameter (Table 2).
The fact that plastics can in some cases reduce energy use should be borne
in mind. However, the comparison between the polystyrene and mineral wool



























































the insulation of existing buildings and the increased insulation recom-
mended for new buildings under ASHRAE 90-75 and other State building codes.
While the greater increase is provided for with fibreglas insulation,
it should be borne in mind that there is a difference of about 180,000,000
Btu in insulating a typical one-family residence between using fibreglas
or another mineral wool insulation and using a polystyrene insulation.
In other words, in a single house the difference is about 30 barrels of
oil equivalent.
The energy embodied in major plumbing and heating equipment has been
accounted for.
In plumbing, both vitreous fixtures (solid porcelain, used in water closets
and lavatories) and enamelled iron and steel fixtures (a glazed enamel
fused to a cast iron or steel body for bath tubs , lavatories , and sinks
)
as well as urinals, shower stalls, stainless steel sinks, service sinks
and other fixtures have all been detailed. The fittings - faucets, drains,
shower heads and such, have also been examined and listed. It is
interesting to note that an average bathtub requires 6,021,^^0 Btu, the
equivalent of a barrel of oil. If the 1,001,083 Btu for the fittings
are added, the total is over T»000,000 and represents 1 percent of the
energy required by an average small house.





Additional detail has been added to the Wood Products Category, which
accounted for 0.1*7 percent of total consumption in New Building Con-
struction. Vitreous plumbing fixtures accounted for 0.31 percent;
rolled copper represented 0.69 percent. Copper wire represented 2.22
percent of New Building Energy Consumption. Together, the various
copper products represented about one eighth of the copper industry.
It should be noted that the copper for power generation and trans-
mission lines is not included in these figures. Aluminum wire, which
is about twice as energy intensive per pound, represents a considerably
smaller part of the electric transmission wire market, totalling in 1967
about 129 million pounds as compared with almost 1.2 billion pounds of
copper wire.*
*There have been recent examples of fires in aluminum-wired houses due
to failures at the connection points. The necessity for substantial
alterations to aluminum wired residential installations has caused a
shift back to copper and a disapproval of aluminum wiring in some
codes. National Bureau of Standards NBS IR 75-677, "Hazard Assessment
of Aluminum Electrical Wiring in Residential Use," December 197^.
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1967 ENERGY EMBODIMENT PER UNIT OF MATERIAL
4
1 Panel Stock (including
interior 6 exterior
panels and siding not
face finished)
24993 00 Particleboard (including
woodboard made from wood
residue, with resins





NO. NO. SIC TITLE UNIT
I«2 2499 "OOP PRODUCTS
24996 Fabricated hardboard
products
24996 I I Prefinished paneling
(including siding, and
wal I panels that are
plastic coated, embossed,
painted, grooved,
printed, varnished, or SQ FT
shel lacked) I/8"
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160 2661 BUILDING PAPER £ BOARD ' 189,900 35,151
26611 Insulating board (less
than 31 lbs. per cu. ft.) LB 2,60^.8 177.3 .0681 12,926 2,393 15,319
PRODUCT EXAMPLE - INSULATING














BUILDING PAPER £ BOARD CONTRIBUTED 30.99 TRILLION BTU TO NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, 0.91% OF TOTAL NEW BUILDING CONSUMPTION. ITS RANKED
ORDER IS 33rd (SEE TABLE 32). APPROXIMATELY 5\% OF THIS INDUSTRY'S TOTAL PRODUCTION WENT INTO NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (SEE
TABLE 22).
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ENERGY USE IN PRODUCTION BEFORE DELIVERY TO JOBSITE 2
3079 MISCELLANEOUS PLASTICS 1
PRODUCTS
30796 53 Plastic pipe:
PVC
LB
















































'• psr&M'SJBTMRr" i,M ,SBEJBlFft,5B ,MS»K& '••" * ™* « -«« «—«.«.STRUCTION (SEE TABLE 22). AKKKOXIMATELY 8? OF THIS INDUSTRY'S TOTAL PRODUCTION WENT INTO NEW BUILDING CON-
2. FOR DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE USED SEE PG 7.
3. AMER.CAN SOCIETY OF HEAT.NG, REFRIGERATING AND AIRCONDITIONING ENGINEERS, ASHRAE HANDBOOK OF FUNDAMFNTA, < NEW Y0RK C|TY pG ,„
*. PLAST.C PIPE INSTITUTE,
..RECOMMENDED METHOD FOR CALCULATION OF NOMINAL WEIGHT OF PLAST.C P.PE." TiCMi^EP0RJ 7. NEWARK CITY.
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1967 ENERGY EMBODIMENT PER UNIT OF MATERIAL
CAC SIC










Reinf. Sewer Pipe 2k"
or more 1
23 Reinf. Sewer Pipe
L.less than 2V
26 Non-reinf sewer pipe
15" or more
2/ Non-reinf sewer pipe
15" or less ,
32 722 Precast products
32722 71 Dry-mixed concrete
ma t e r i a I s
(including prepackaged
sand, gravel, 6 cement,
mortar £ cement premixes) LB
32723 Prestressed cone products
32723 II Single tees, double tees,
£ channels
23 Piling, bearing piles, £
sheet piles LIN FT
SQ FT























If" 16 28.5126" 23 <*0,9868" 37 65. 93^10" 51 90,88212" 67
1 19. 39^


































2. McGRAW-HILl INFORMATION SYSTEMS CO.. SWEET'S ARCH .TECTURAL CATALOG FILE
. NEW YORK CITY. ,976. SECT. ON 2.20 Wa.
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NO. SIC TITLE UNIT
'99 3259 STRUCTURAL CLAY PRODUCTS '
32591 II Vitrified clay sewer pipe
and fittings LB
32592













STONE & CLAY PRODUCTS













PRODUCT EXAMPLE - CLAY PIPE
(standard strength ASTM Spec CI3-I4)
TOTAL
DIA LB/LF 2 BTU/UN 1
T
4"
9 77,7876" 16 138,288
8" 23 198,789
10" 36 3 H.l 48







































1.011,622 " 200,586 1,212.208
1.068,736 " 211,911 1,280,647
8?7,380 " 173,969 1,051,343
2. ELWYN E. SEEYLE, DATA BOOK FOR CIVIL ENGINEERS. DESIGN, NEW YORK CITY, I966 PG .8 - 4 5
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NO. SIC TITLE UNIT
335 1 ROLLED S, DRAWN COPPER 1 . 3
33512 Rolled, drawn 6 extruded
copper 6 copper-base
al loy mill products
Copper, unalloyed mill
shapes:
33512 II Rod, bar 6 shapes
13 Flat Products (sheet,
strip plates)
1 6 Pipe 6 tube, plumbing
Copper-base alloy mill
shapes:
32 Rod, bar £ shapes
35 Flat products (sheet,
strip, plates)
36 Pipe 6 tube, plumbing
LB

























PRODUCT EXAMPLE - COPPER ALLOY PIPE




























































Ar-fKUXIMATELY 1 « F THIS INDUSTRY'S TOTAL PRODUCTION WENT INTO NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (SEE
2. McGRAW-HILL INFORMATION SYSTEMS CO., SWEET'S ARCHITECTURAL CATALOG FILE
. NEW YORK CITY. I 976 , SECTION 5.1 Br.
3. THE LOWER ENERGY VALUE OF UNALLOYED COPPER IS DUE TO THE LARGE AMOUNT OF RECYCLED COPPER USED IN THIS INDUSTRY.
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NO. SIC TITLE UNIT
228 3352 ROLLED £ DRAWN ALUMINUM
3352I Aluminum and alum-base




II Bare wire for electrical
transmiss ion
62 Aluminum cable steel
reinforced
LB
230 3357 NONFERR0US WIREDRAWING S 1
INSULATING
33572 Copper s copper-base alloy
wire (including strand and
cable) bare and tinned for
electrical transmission LB
33572 II Wire, alloyed 6 unalloyed
,,
51 for electrical transmission
33472 71 Strand £ cable "
PRIMARY NONFERROUS

































PRODUCT EXAMPLE - ALUMINUM WIRE
(made from primary alum
? 165 Ib/cu ft)
TOTAL
SIZE DIA LB/LF 2 BTU/UNIT
#14










• 2576 .01896 1,828
#1
• 2893 •02393 2,306
1/0















PRODUCT EXAMPLE - COPPER WIRE
(made from primary copper
§ 556 Ib/cu ft)
TOTAL












#1 2893 .08079 4,274
1/0










2. AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION INC.. MANUAL OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION
. NEW YORK CITY, l 973, PG 6 - 3 .
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NO. SIC TITLE UNIT
3^*3
1
METAL PLUMBING FIXTURES • 2
Drinking foutains:
Cast iron steel, aluminum
and other metals | EA
Lavatories
:
3^310 17 Cast iron
I 8\ Steel, aluminum and other
19/ metals
Urinals:
34310 36) Cast iron, aluminum and
39j> other metals
Kitchen sinks:
34310 42 Steel porcelain enameled
46 Stainless Steel
34310 'til Cast iron, aluminum and
'•Sv and other metals, vitreous






3^310 56^ c .
eg Service sinks:
32610 52) Ca ? t iron ' steel, vitreousjjf china and glazed earthen-
5§J
ware
Sink and laundry tray
v combinations:






7 1 Cast iron







34310 8l) Steel, aluminum, monel,
83> and other metal concrete,
85J and composition
I EA















































































""» JBB,, »*"* £& (Bl»
TE:
'•
;TrLpr^E Rn^h cSERi TAuLE ED & 81 tr,llion ^^^vsys^t-?* of new bu,lding c—-BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (SEE TABLE 22) APPROXIMATELY 75* OF THE INDUSTRY'S TOTAL PRODUCTION WENT INTO NEW
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Btu/S Energyb, * (Btu/Unit)
CAC Embodied










Bath and shower fittings:
Single control, and other
than single control bath 6
shower fittings 1 EA 3-2 36.6 n.44 853.947 147,109 1 ,001,056
34320 03 Bathtub f i 1 lers " .4 3.1 7.75 578,631 99,681 678,312
07 Shower fittings (with
shower head) .6 5.1 8.50 634,627 109,327 743,954
18 Bath drains and overflows " 3.1 18.3 5.90 440,747 75,927 516,674
19 Other bath and shower
fittings, including single
bath faucets, shower heads
and popup drains sold
separately " 3.0 8.5 2.83 211,542 36,442 247,984
Lavatory fittings:
(combination 4" center-set





Single control type, and
other type combination "
fittings (with without
popup drains)
5-5 49.7 9. 04 674,673 116,226 790,899
29 Other lavatory fittings,
including popup drains sold
separately, and single
lavatory faucets "
S ink f i tt i ngs:
(deck-type combination
sink faucets)
2.6 9.6 3.69 275.675 47,490 323,165
34320
1
Single control type and
other combination sink "
faucets
6.8 61.1 8.99 670,860 115.569 786,429
39 Other sink fittings in-
cluding sink strainers
sold separately and single
sink faucets " 10.4 15.8 1.52 113.429 19.540 132,969
NOTE: I. PLUMBING FITTINGS £ BRASS GOODS CONTRIBUTED 20.49 TRILLION BTU TO NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, 0.60% OF TOTAL NEW BUILDING CONSUMPTION.
ITS RANKED ORDER IS 40th (SEE TABLE 32). APPROXIMATELY 68% OF THIS INDUSTRY'S TOTAL PRODUCTION WENT INTO NEW BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION (SEE TABLE 22).
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and
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Res ident ia I
:
3
*• 3 3 1 13 High pressure atomizing
II Low-pressure atomizing
15 pot natural draft vapor-
17 izing, pot mechanical





34332 Warm air furnaces (except
floor and wall and parts)
Forced air type (cast iron
and steel)
:
Solid fuel (coal, coke 6
wood) :
34332 II 150,000 Btu bonnet output 6
under
12 Over 150,000 output
Oil:
I 4 150,000 Btu bonnet output
6 under
, Over 150,000 output
Gas
:


















Cast i ron boi lers
:









board and finned tube type:
72 Resident ial SQ FT
74 Industrial and special "
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27 Wood (sheet-metal air-
tight types)
Coal and wood (other than
sheetmetal airtight types)
3' Circulators (standard and
magazine types
33 Magazine radiants
39 All other (including
kitchen, heaters, cabose,
schoolroom, etc.)












h7j equipped with sleeve
burner, and unvented
portable kerosene heaters'
34335 Steel heating boilers
(IS ps i and under, steam
working pressure and under
and all hot water boilers):
34335 12 294 sq. ft. of heating
surface or less




3 1 Scotch type
UNIT
I EA














































































Btu/S ,_Ener9v Btu/S Energy Energy°IU













*. '81,037 " 821,096 5,002,133




DTE: I AGGREGATIONS SHOWN IN THIS SECTOR CORRESPOND WITH THE CENSUS OF MANUFACTURES AGGREGATIONS.
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NO. SIC TITLE UNIT
239 3^33 HEATING EQUIPMENT,
EXCEPT ELECTRIC (CONTINUED)'





3^*336 14 Gas conversion burners,
residential, commercial,
and industrial "
Floor and wall furnaces:
Gas Fired:
21 Floor furnaces, including
dual register
I ea
23 Wall furnaces, panel type "
Oil fired:
25 Floor furnaces, including
dual register u
27 Wall furnaces, panel type "
Unit Heaters:
Gas fired:
32 Centrifugal fan type "
37 Propel ler fan type "
Range boilers, expansion
tanks and hot water storage
tanks:
51 Range boi lers "
53 Expansion tanks (including
basement tanks) "
55 Hot water storage tanks "
CENSUS OF MANUFACTURES DATA
No. Of Units
(Millions)
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NO. SIC TITLE UNIT
2^
I 3442 METAL DOORS, SASH, AND 1
TRIM
3^* /»2 1 Metal doors 6 frames
(except storm doors)
Aluminum doors:
Res ident ia I
:
34421 15 Garage
16 Sliding (glass, patio-
type)








including trim sold as
















Single and double- hung
Horizontal si iding
34424 Metal combination










34425 Metal window t door
screens £ metal sash




51 Weathers tri p
CENSUS OF MANUFACTURES DATA








































BEFORE DELIVERY DELIVERY* TRADE
TO JOBSITE ENERGY INPUT
TOTAL AT
JOBSITE
EmbodiedCAC c D a o q^ Embodied
Btu







































EJMS^iE'JE,V°' -M TR ' U, °" BTU ™ NEW ?U,LDING INSTRUCTION, 5-71% OF TOTAL NEW BUILDING CONSUMPTION.
cJns?ruc"oN (SEE TABLE 22 )
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No. of Units Total $ Average
(Millions) (Millions) $/Unit
CAC- Embodied
















34437 21 Basement oil tanks 1 EA . 16430 5.2 31.65 3,320,341 " 90,264 3,410,605




Sheet metal roofing and
siding and roof drainage
equ i pment
114,1 10 6,410




Steel , all types
























Expanded metal lath SQ YD 81.2 29.1 . 358A " 50, 10* 1,986 52,090
kl Fabricated bar joists LB 1,394.8 151.8 .10883 15,216 11 603 15,8)9
NOTE: I. FABRICATED PLATEWORK CONTRIBUTED 41.30 TRILLION BTU TO NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, 1.21* OF TOTAL NEW BUILDING CONSUMPTION.
ITS RANKED ORDER IS 26th (SEE TABLE 32). APPROXIMATELY 15* OF THIS INDUSTRY'S TOTAL PRODUCTION WENT INTO NEW BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION (SEE TABLE 22).
2. SHEET METALWORK CONTRIBUTED 95-39 TRILLION BTU TO NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, 2.79* OF TOTAL NEW BUILDING CONSUMPTION. ITS
RANKED ORDER IS 6th (SEE TABLE 32). APPROXIMATELY 50* OF THIS INDUSTRY'S TOTAL PRODUCTION WENT INTO NEW BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION (SEE TABLE 22).
3. MISC. METALWORK CONTRIBUTED 94.30 TRILLION BTU TO NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, 2.76* OF TOTAL NEW BUILDING CONSUMPTION. ITS
RANKED ORDER IS 7th (SEE TABLE 32). APPROXIMATELY 60* OF THIS INDUSTRY'S TOTAL PRODUCTION WENT INTO NEW BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION (SEE TABLE 22).
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> Storage type 1 ea 1.4516 60.6 41.75 3,434,278 246,934 3,681 ,212













.0135 2.0 148.15 " 12,187,259 876,296 13,063,555
1}
Storage, cast or coil-type
(less tank) " .0061 0.6 98.36 8,091.541 581,803 8,673,344
NOTE: I. HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES CONTRIBUTED 6.14 TRILLION 3TU TO NEU BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, . 1 8% OF TOTAL NEW BUILDING CONSUMPTION.
ITS RANKED ORDER IS 69th (SEE TABLE 32). APPROXIMATELY I 5* OF THIS INDUSTRY'S TOTAL PRODUCTION WENT INTO NEW
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (SEE TABLE 22).
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luminat i ve only)
:
36^30 01 Metal outei shell
lampholders, key, keyless,
push through and pull
types - medium size only
02 Outlet box lampholders,
pull and keyless types -
medium s ize only





05 Fluorescent (all types)
Convenience and power
outlets:
Flush (all types, designed
for mounting in switch or
outlet boxes:
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STRUCTION (SEE TABLE 22)
.
A P OXIMATELY 211 OF THIS INDUSTRY'S TOTAL PRODUCTION WENT INTO * Bu.lDING CON-
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BREAKDOWN OF ENERGY USE IN 1-FAMILY RESIDENCES
The information in the EBC Report and the Supplement permits an
energy estimate of an entire building. The information retrieved from
the matrix describes the average divisions of energy use in an entire
building category, as follows:
Within the New Building Construction sectors, the largest single category
is 1- family residences, accounting for 1.17 percent of the U.S. total energy
use. The Ranked Total Energy Requirements of this sector lists all the
contributing industries to this sector but does not reflect typical
construction categories . By rearranging the information from the
Ranked Total Energy order, we can see how the energy of this sector is
used in relation to the major trade divisions generally used in building
construction. Therefore, an analysis was made by putting each of the
contributing sectors into one or more of six categories (General Construc-
tion, Mechanical, Electrical, Overhead, Trade and Transport, Direct
Energy). The resulting totals give us a rough idea of how much energy
is embodied in each construction category
A comparison can then be made between the percent of the total amount
of energy use in each category and the percent of total cost of each
category.

TABLE 20- BREAKDOWN INTO CONSTRUCTION CATEGORIES: 1-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
32
SECTOR 23 - NEW CONSTRUCTION RESIDENTIAL 1-FAMILY
RANKED TOTAL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF CONSTRUCTION SECTORS
(399 - ORDER, 1967)
BREAKDOWN OF TOTAL INPUTS INTO 1 FAM RES INTO BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION CATEGORIES IN BTU x 1012
399 - ORDER TOTAL ENERGY CUMULATIVE GENERAL
INDEX (BTU) FRACTION CONSTR
.
MECH ELEC
3 0.88665E 1*» 0.11353E 00 PETRO REFIN PROD 61t.lt6 _ _
206 0.67l*60E 111 0.1999 IE 00 READY-MIX CONCRETE 67.1*6 _ -
135 0.53l*56E lU 0.26836E 00 SAWMILLS 53.1*6 - -
373 0.35 30 3E lit 0.31357E 00 RETAIL TRADE - - -
198 0.3k029E lU 0.3571UE 00 BRICKS 31*. 03 - -
181* 0.2l*2l8E lit 0.38815E 00 ASPHALT 2l*.22 _ -
lUo 0.23596E ll* O.U1836E 00 PREFAB WD STRUC 23.60 - -
372 0.23578E lit O.UU855E 00 WOLESALE TRADE - - -
2U3 0.215l*5E Ik O.U761UE 00 SHEET METAL WORK 10.77 - _
139 0.20956E lit 0.50297E 00 VENEER, PLYWD 20.96 - -
138 0.19>*9>tE lit 0.5279I1E 00 MILLWORK 19.1*9 - -
186 0.18683E lit 0.55186E 00 MISC PROF SERVICE - _ _
195 0. 18U6UE lit 0.57550E 00 CEMENT 18.1*6 - -
208 0.17028E lit 0.59730E 00 GYPSUM PRODUCTS 17.03 - _
362 0.15328E lit 0.61693E 00 RAILROAD _ - _
21*1 0.llt073E lit 0.63lt95E 00 METAL DOORS lit. 07 _ _
201* 0.132lltE lit 0.65187E 00 CONCRETE BLOCKS 13.21 _ _
188 0.11106E lit 0.66609E 00 MISC PLASTICS 5-55 5.55 _
217 0.11080E lit 0.68028E 00 STEEL PRODUCTS 10.09 .99 -
160 0.10577E lit 0.69382E 00 BUILDING PAPER 10.58 _ -
182 0.981tOltE 13 0.706U2E 00 PAINT PRODUCTS 9. 81* 1 - -
2l»lt 0.97039E 13 0.71885E 00 ARCH METAL WORK 9-70 - -
117 0.956U3E 13 0.73110E 00 FLOOR COVERINGS 9-56 - -
238 0.82800E 13 0.7ltl70E 00 PLUMBING FITTINGS - 8.28 _
230 0.8256UE 13 0.75227E 00 NONFER WIRE - - 8.26
ll»l* O.8166CE 13 0.76273E 00 WOOD H'HOLD FURN 8.17 _ _
398 0.8lltltlE 13 0.77315E 00 BUSINESS TRAVEL - - -
227 0.7ltltlt5E 13 0.78269E 00 COPPER ROLLING - 7.UI* -
239 0.73781E 13 0.79213E 00 HEATING EQUIP - 7.38 -
361* 0.7019ltE 13 0.80112E 00 MOTOR PGT TRANSP - - -
2U5 0.68506E 13 0.80989E 00 MISC METAL WORK 6.85 - -
293 0.661t95E 13 0.8l81tlE 00 REFRIG MACH - 6.65 -
237 0.63758E 13 0.82657E 00 METAL SANIT WARE - 6.38 -
38U 0.5981t7E 13 0.83lt2ltE 00 MISC BUS SERVIC - - -
199 0.58192E 13 0.8U169E 00 CLAY PRODUCTS _ 5.82 -
2U0 0.559!»2E 13 O.8U885E 00 FAB STRUCT STEEL 5.59 - -
197 0.5lt61t2E 13 0.85585E 00 CERAMIC TILE 5.U6 - -
250 0.51563E 13 0.862lt5E 00 HARDWARE 5.16 - -
2lU 0.50190E 13 0.86888E 00 MINERAL WOOL 5.02 - -
312 0.1t85lt7E 13 0.87509E 00 LIGHT FIXTURES I*. 85 - -
310 0.1t7795E 13 0.88121E 00 H'HOLD APPLIANCES - 1..78 -
ll»2 0.1t6727E 13 0.88720E 00 WOOD PRODUCTS 1*.67 - -
255 0.1t5667E 13 0.8930UE 00 VALVES & PIPE - 1..57 -
136 0.U2803E 13 0.89852E 00 HARDWOOD FLOORING 1*. 28 - -
200 0.1tl971E 13 0.90390E 00 PLUMBING FIXTURES - U.20 -
252 0.392U2E 13 0.90892E 00 FAB WIRE PRODUCTS 3.92 - -
It 0.38793E 13 0.91389E 00 ELECTRIC UTILITIES - _ -
203 0.38078E 13 0.91877E 00 CONCRETE PRODUCTS 2.51* 1.27 -
ll*6 O.3U569E 13 0.92319E 00 METAL H'HOLD FURN 3.1*6 - -
211 0.3270 IE 13 0.92738E 00 ASBESTOS PRODUCTS 3.27 - -
21 0.32lt8UE 13 0.9315!tE 00 STONE CLAY MINING 3.21* - -
303 0.2952UE 13 0.93532E 00 WATER TRANSPORT - - -
5 0.28961tE 13 0.93903E 00 GAS UTILITIES - - -
279 O.28U19E 13 0.9U267E 00 PUMPS COMPRESSORS - 2.81* -
387 0.26888E 13 0.9lt6llE 00 AUTO REPAIR - - -
2l»2 0.26227E 13 0.9l*9lt7E 00 FAB PLATE WORK - 2.62 -
313 0.25516E 13 0.9527I1E 00 WIRING DEVICES - - 2.55
218 0.226U3E 13 0.95563E 00 IR, STL FOUNDRIES - 2.26 -
380 0.21733E 13 0.958U2E 00 REAL ESTATE _ - 2.17
3l*2 0.210U2E 13 0.96111E 00 TEMP CONTROLS - 2.10 -
167 0.19792E 13 0.96365E 00 CONV PAPER PRODUCT 1.98 - -
183 0.17812E 13 0.96586E 00 PAVING 1.73 - -
207 0.16731E 13 0.9680 IE 00 LIME 1.67 - -
137 0.1360ltE 13 0.96975E 00 SPECIAL PRODUCT MTLWK 1.36 - -




















TABLE 20- BREAKDOWN INTO CONSTRUCTION CATEGORIES: 1- FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
33
SECTOR ?3 - NEW CONSTRUCTION RESIDENTIAL 1-FAMILY
RANKED TOTAL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF CONSTRUCTION SECTORS
(399 - ORDER, 1967)
BREAKDOWN OF TOTAL INPUTS INTO
CONSTRUCTION CATEGORIES IN BTU
1 FAM RES INTO BUILDING
x 10 12
1 - ORDER TOTAL ENERGY CUMULATIVE
INDEX (BTU) FRACTION
130 0.1197l*E 13 0.97287E 00
377 0.11818E 13 0.971* 39E 00
151 0.11UU8E 13 0.97585E 00
209 0.110U9E 13 0.97727E 00
15 0.99i*38E 12 0.9785UE 00
298 0.9 !*877E 12 0.97976E 00
171* O.89668E 12 0.98090E 00
215 0.8870UE 12 0. 98201*E 00
385 0.85'*25E 12 0.98313E 00
366 0.82056E 12 0.981*19E 00
369 0.79>*70E 12 0.98520E 00
39I* 0.79200E 12 0.98622E 00
358 0.7lt882E 12 0.98718E 00
182 0.63127E 12 0.98798E 00
213 0.62155E 12 0.98878E 00
371* 0.609!*7E 12 0.98956E 00
187 0.57955E 12 0.99030E 00
185 0.1*8 39 1*E 12 0.99092E 00
397 O.U3U63E 12 0.991>*8E 00
325 O.U0067E 12 0.99199E 00
286 0.3lShkOE 12 0.992U6E 00
220 0.35733E 12 0.99292E 00
360 0.3l*722E 12 0.99336E 00
357 0.3^60l4E 12 0.99380E 00
2U6 0.31750E 12 0.99 1*21E 00
171 0.30982E 12 0.991*6 IE 00
371 0.29 32 3E 12 0.99 1*98E 00
10 0.2888 IE 12 0.99535E 00
113 0.27723E 12 0.99571E 00
399 0.27067E 12 0.99605E 00
lUl 0.2U151E 12 0.99636E 00
210 0.2U103E 12 0.99667E 00
307 0.22925E 12 0.99696E 00
86 0.21380E 12 0.9972I4E 00
2U9 0.20768E 12 0.99750E 00
228 0.19586E 12 0.99775E 00
395 0.17788E 12 0.99798E 00
301 0.17 1*01E 12 0.99820E 00
193 o.ii*39i*E 12 0.99839E 00
212 0.126U8E 12 0.99855E 00
317 0.11809E 12 0.99870E 00
321 0.10U22E 12 0. 99881*E 00
266 0.10266E 12 0.99897E 00
267 0.79372E 11 0.99907E 00
308 0.79352E 11 0.99917E 00
281 0.68369E 11 0.99926E 00
2l*7 0.66922E 11 0.9993!»E 00
32 1* 0.60133E 11 0.999 1*2E 00
36
"i
0.57l»2l*E 11 0.999>*9E 00
271 O.5I1868E 11 0.99956E 00
158 0.521* 1*2E 11 0.99963E 00
339 0.U8028E 11 0.99969E 00
302 O.UU596E 11 0.99975E 00
376 0.30120E 11 0.99979E 00
297 0.29328E 11 0.99983E 00
216 0.28088E 11 0.99986E 00
299 0.1876 IE 11 0.99989E 00
322 0.18U29E 11 0.9999 IE 00
311 0.1786 IE 11 0.99993E 00
361 0.17021E 11 0.99995E 00
165 0.13710E 11 0.99997E 00
125 0.13l*82E 11 0.99999E 00
300 0.11531E 11 0.10000E 01
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:lec OVERHEAD TRANSPORT DIRECT

3*
Average building costs do not have a separate category for Trade and
Transport, so to make cost and energy categories consistent, we
proportioned the Trade and Transport energy and added the results to
General Construction, Mechanical and Electrical categories. Also,
the average building cost of Overhead is a combination of overhead
expense and the expense of direct fuel. Therefore, we added Overhead
Energy and Direct Energy to make it consistent with costs.
When the margins (Trade and Transport) and the Direct Energy used on
site are prorated among General Construction, Mechanical (Heating,
Ventilating, Air Conditioning and Plumbing), Electrical and Overhead,
the percentages are, respectively, 78.12; 12.67; 2.19; and 7.02. (Table 21
)
In contrast, the percentage divisions for average building costs
in these categories are 63, 18, 9 and 10.*
The comparison shows the energy requirement for General Construction to
be approximately 78 percent of the total. The average construction
costs are approximately 63 percent of the total cost. The energy
requirement for Mechanical and Electrical for 1-family residences add
up to approximately 15 percent of the total, while the costs add up
to approximately 27 percent.
These discrepancies can be explained by looking at the CAC figures
for total energy intensity (Btu/$) of product (Appendix IV A, Table 3*0-
o
^"Average Building Costs," 1976 Dodge Construction Systems Costs,
































































































General Construction consists of products with high Btu/$ figures
(such as concrete, CAC # 206 - 180,130 Btu/$; asphalt, CAC # 18U -
1+T8,6l0 Btu/$; cement, CAC #195 - ^79,598 Btu/$), resulting in a
higher Btu percentage than cost percentage. Moreover, these products
are the larger primary building materials that provide the basic
building structures and enclosures. Mechanical and Electrical,
though, consist of products with relatively low Btu/$ figures (such
as plumbing fittings, CAC #238 - 7^>662 Btu/$; heating equipment,
CAC #239 - 71,217 Btu/$; metal sanitware, CAC #237 - 98,392 Btu/$),
resulting in a lower Btu percentage than cost percentage. Even
where there is a high Btu/unit as in bathtubs, there are few units
per job.
This level of detail can be developed for all new building categories,
amplifying the bar graphs of energy input fractions* developed for
the EBC Report.







NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION ENERGY USE AS A PERCENT OF AN INDUSTRY'S
TOTAL PRODUCTION ENERGY USE
Since one method of reducing energy in New Building Construction is to
improve the energy efficiency of the industries producing the products, it
is useful to know how much of the energy which goes into an industry's
total production goes to the New Building Construction sector. Those
with the largest percentages of products going into buildings are
most affected by the economics of the building industry and will
be most sensitive to cost pressures emanating from this sector.
The CAC categories that are included in these additional studies
of energy embodiment in materials have been examined to determine
this information (Table 22). The Input/Output Model records tran-
sactions to final demand, in this case, the contractor. Where a
final sale may be to a homeowner or a plumber, as in the case of
a bathtub, that product would not appear as either a dollar cost
or energy cost to the new 1-family residence category. If concrete
goes to road building or power plants , it will not appear in new
building construction. Thus, of the categories studied, the one
with the largest part of its output to new building construction
is vitreous plumbing fixtures (77 percent) and the lowest is mis-
cellaneous plastics - (8 percent). The dollar value of the mis-
cellaneous plastics in the new building field, however, was $U63
million compared to $115 million in vitreous plumbing fixtures
.
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LABOR INTENSITY IN COMPARISON WITH ENERGY INTENSITY FOR COMPARABLE
INTERCHANGEABLE ASSEMBLIES
There are two scales at which labor intensity for different materials,
products and assemblies can be investigated. One of them is the macro-
scale in which whole industries can be examined for the labor intensity
per dollar of product. This has been done by CAC and has demonstrated
that such activities as highway construction require considerably less
labor per dollar of end product than does new building construction
(in 1967, 0.872U x 10" FTE per dollar of highway construction, 0.9^77
x 10~ FTE per dollar of new building construction, single family
residences).* Maintenance and repair construction requires more labor
-k
per dollar than does new construction (0.3739 x 10 FTE per dollar of
-k
new construction average, 0.5501 x 10 FTE for maintenance and repair
construction).** These figures are not surprising when one examines
the activities that take place in each. For example, highway construc-
tion uses a large amount of heavy equipment such as bulldozers, scrapers,
road graders , asphalt laying machines , cranes and various fleets of
trucks, all very expensive construction equipment that is amortized
against the construction costs. In addition, there is a large amount of
material brought in and placed by very few men. These materials include
concrete, reinibicing road mesh, asphalt, gravel, and steel. In contrast, the amount of labor
*CAC Technical Memo 77, Table 13, p. 66.
>*Derived from Table 11 from CAC TM 77
Table Bl-5, p. 135 for dollar values.
"3
**De , p. 62 for FTE values; EBC

ko
time necessary both to manufacture the specialized components that are
required in building construction, to deliver them to the site, to
bring them to the proper part of the building assembly at the right
time, and to fit and assemble them are all considerably more labor-
intensive both off-site and on-site. In the case of maintenance and
repair work, there is even more on-site labor per dollar of expenditure
because of the careful and limited way in which material is either
introduced into an existing building or selectively replaced.
At the micro-scale, however, there are variations in energy use which
may run counter to either preconceptions or the generalities of the
larger scale energy use. The detailed examination of three inter-
changeable structural methods of providing for 30 x 30 typical office
bays indicates this. (Figure 2 and Table 23.) The energy intensivity of
steel was the critical factor that made the steel assembly more energy
intensive in toto than either a composite construction or the concrete
waffle system. *
In comparing these alternatives, part of the process in which labor
is introduced is quite different in each case. The steel system has
68 percent of its labor embodied in the material brought to the jobsite.
This drops to 65 percent in the composite system and to 37 percent in
the concrete system. Direct on-site labor, however, is less than a
quarter of total labor in each of the steel systems, but over half,
56 percent, in the reinforced concrete system. The balance in each
case is margin labor which amounts to about 10 percent.**
*EBC Report, pp. 89 - 91.
**For calculations, see Appendix IV B.
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In comparing the brick veneer and the wood shingles on stud construction
(Figure 3), brick veneer is the more energy intensive assembly, and is also more
labor intensive. (Table 23* ) In this case, it is because brick, which has a
high energy component in its manufacture as a fired clay product, also has
a high on-site labor cost since it is assembled in small units requiring
a large component of labor. In this case, the total amount of labor
required for the brick work is slightly higher in embodied labor than
the shingles but more than twice as great for on-site labor which
represents almost two-thirds of the total. In the case of the wood
shingles, less than half is on-site labor and the margin labor
represents 20 percent of the total.*
There are some generalities that can be derived from the data cited.
Visible on-site labor intensiveness should not be extrapolated to
represent overall labor intensiveness. In one case (e.g. concrete
construction), it may represent the bulk of labor required for the
overall process. In another case, where components come to the jobsite
ready for final assembly (e.g. steel construction), the low on-site labor
is more than offset by labor-intensive multi-stage manufacturing.
The figures for embodied labor are national averages and do not account
for differences from one manufacturer to another, or from one region
to another. A brickyard using some individual kilns will require more
labor than one completely equipped with tunnel kilns.
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1+5
The tendency in manufacturing is to substitute energy and mechanization
for labor. This means, in general, manufacturers with new equipment
and plants will use less labor per unit than older firms in the same
industry.
The labor for the margins varies sharply from one example to the next.
A factory close to its source of supply and its market will use much
less labor for transportation than will a factory that is remote from
both.
Within an industry, the more precisely a material is used to respond
to a specific program requirement, the less energy will be used and the
more labor. Less energy will be used because a smaller quantity of
material will be required with savings going back through the entire
production chain. There will often be an increase in labor but this
is not always the case. If a material is highly labor intensive in
its manufacturing process (as in the production of some metals that
require mining, smelting, refining, alloying, shaping and fabrication
with handling and shipment between each two steps ) where for example
90 percent of the total labor required is embodied in the product, the
on site labor could be trebled in order to reduce material by one-third
and the result would be a 10 percent reduction in overall labor. In
practice, these decisions are made in the marketplace. Economics

1+6
determines when it is more costly to put in a rolled steel beam
section with no modifications than to use a lighter section and
reinforce it with plates or stiffeners, using labor to cut down on
weight (amount) of material, which cuts down the embodied labor.
With the cost of energy rising rapidly, a reduction in the amount
of material used now represents the saving of the cost of the








For a more complete understanding of the way new building construction
uses energy, it is necessary to examine the sector responsible for the
largest single usage in 19&7, Direct Energy.
By definition, the Direct Energy consumption of the construction
industry is the energy consumed on the job site during the construction
process . It is made up of sales from the energy-producing industries
directly to the end user, the building contractor. In the CAC model






Of those sectors, neither Coal nor Crude Petroleum sells directly to
New Building Construction. Most of the energy consumed in 19&7 for
New Building Construction was purchased from Refined Petroleum products
(lk.^h percent) while Electricity and Natural Gas together provided
only a small amount (0.80 percent). Thus, Direct Energy consumption

















































































AGGREGATE OF ALL NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
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Refined Petroleum includes all the products from petroleum refineries,
including gasoline, diesel fuel, No. 6 oil, asphalt, road oil, propane
(liquefied petroleum gases), etc. Of these, in 1967, Asphalt and Road
Oil products,* which are used as construction materials, represented
the largest portion (58. 90 percent) of the energy (Btu) purchased from
Refined Petroleum by New Building Construction (Figure 5). If these
paving materials are separated from other direct energy, they become
the second largest category of energy embodied in New Building Con-
struction (8.57 percent), and Direct Energy (excluding asphalt) then
drops to the third ranking position (6.77 percent). (Ready-mix
Concrete is first and accounts for 8.82 percent.)
Table 2k summarizes the use of refined petroleum according to petroleum
product and building type, listing the amount of each product used in
1967 by each type, in Btu. The method used for developing this tabula-
tion is explained in Section IV C, the Disaggregation of Refined Petroleum.
In all, the direct energy for asphalt and road oil constitutes 57 percent
of the total, an amount representing the latent energy content** of these
refined petroleum products.
*Asphalt incorporated in building materials such as asphalt shingle
roofing or asphalt tile flooring is reported as embodied energy under
Asphalt Products, EBC Report, Table B7, p. ^7-
**It must be remembered that the energy content of the asphalt (158,000 Btu/
gallon equivalent - Table k) is still latent in the material after it has
been placed, just as road oil may be No. 6 oil that is spread on gravel as
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The next largest refined petroleum product used is diesel fuel, the
fuel for large trucks , earth-moving equipment and other heavy construc-
tion equipment. It accounts for an additional 20 percent, almost entirely
in New Construction. The sectors reporting the greatest use of diesel
fuel are the Educational, Industrial and Office Buildings.
Gasoline accounts for an additional Y\\ percent, about two-thirds in
New Construction and one-third in Maintenance and Repair categories.
Almost a third of the total gasoline usage is for the Residential 1-Family
sector, a total usage of almost 250 million gallons, or l60 gallons per
building. This is for the pick-up trucks, the contractor's business
vehicles, and does not include the personal transportation of those working
on the job.
Fuel Oil and Liquid Petroleum Gases used for temporary heat during
construction and for heat in construction shanties and field offices
accounts for 5 percent.
A minor amount is used for lubricants
.
Tables 25 through 31 tabulate the use of direct energy (both including
and excluding asphalt), asphalt, and refined petroleum (both including
and excluding asphalt) in New Building Construction in 1967 , according
to construction types. Figures are derived from information shown on
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Table 25 describes the use of direct energy in New Building Construction
(including asphalt) and indicates the percent, the total amount in Btu,
and the amount per square foot used by each building type. It also
shows the total direct energy used by New Building Construction.
Table 26 tabulates the percentage of each building type's total energy
use expended in the form of direct energy.
Table 27 looks at the direct energy use in the New Building sectors,
excluding asphalt, and lists the total amount in each building type
in Btu, and the total Btu for the entire New Building sector, and then
notes the percentage of this total represented by each building type
as well as the Btu per square foot. More than half the total use
(5^.^T percent) is through the first four categories: Residential
1-Family (17.2^ percent), Educational (15*59 percent), Industrial
(11.09 percent), and Office Buildings (10.55 percent).
Table 28 lists and ranks the Asphalt and Road Oil; and Table 29, the
Direct Refined Petroleum use, by building type, as well as recording
Btu per square foot for these uses. The figures for direct energy
per square foot (excluding asphalt) in Table 27 includes the amounts
of direct refined petroleum (which is the major component of the direct
energy) use per square foot (excluding asphalt) in Table 29*
Table 30 lists the Asphalt and Road Oil used by each building sector
as a percentage of that sector's total energy use. Dormitories has
the highest percentage (13.32 percent) and Industrial Buildings the
lowest (l+.l+l percent) of the Non-Farm New Building types.

5k
TABLE 25 TOTAL DIRECT ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION












Btu x 10 Btu/SF
1 23 Residential 1-Family 18.15 95.1+2 85,778
2 36 Educational Buildings 15.75 82.75 262,282
3 31 Office Buildings 10.69 56.20 356,599
1+ 38 Other Non-Farm 9-36 1+9-20 308,657
5 30 Industrial Buildings 8.79 1+6.20 96.957
6 3k Stores /Restaurants 8.65 45.49 219,637
7 25 Residential-Garden Apts 4.95 26.02 114,173
8 26 Residential-Highrise Apts k.56 23.97 11+9,532
9 37 Hospitals Ik 52 23.78 31+9,192
10 28 Hotel/Motel 2.95 15.51 253,1+31
11 35 Religious Buildings 2.6l 13.71+ 251.6U8
12 29 Dormitories 2.49 13.10 321*, 257
13 27 Residential-Add'n & Alt 1.75 9.20 -
111 32 Warehouses 1.54 8.08 78,068
15 33 Garages /Service Stations 1.21 6. 31+ 151,675
16 2k Residential 2- to ^-Family 1.09 5.72 102,693
IT k9 Farm Service 0.62 3.25 8,370
18 1*8 Farm Residential 0.32 1.66 30,1+59
TOTAL DIRECT ENERGY
IN NEW BUILDING CONST 100.0 525.63
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TABLE 26 ENERGY INPUT FRACTIONS IN TOTAL DIRECT ENERGY WITHIN NEW
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION TYPES
(in Ranked Order)
% of Total Sector Energy
BUILDING TYPE In Direct Energy
Stores & Restaurants 23.09
Dormitories 22.66






Garages & Service Stations 19*67
Educational Buildings 18.92
Residences-Garden Apartments 17.61
Residences 2- to U-Family l6.k2
Warehouses 13.98
Residences 1-Family 12.22
Industrial Buildings 9. 97
Farm Service Buildings 5.62
Farm Residences 5.1+9


























TABLE 27 DIRECT ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (Excluding Asphalt)
(Ranked Order of New Building Construction Types)








(excl. asphalt) 12Btu x 10 Btu/SF
1 23 Residential 1-Family 17-24 1*0.04 35,994
2 36 Educational 15-59 36.20 114,739
3 30 Industrial 11.09 25.76 54,06l
k 31 Office 10.55 24.50 155,457
5 38 Other Non-Farm 9. 60 22.29 139,837
6 3k Store/Restaurant 8.81 20.47 97,802
7 37 Hospital 4.20 9-75 143,172
8 26 Residential-Highrise Apts 3.76 8.74 54,523
9 25 Residential-Garden Apts 3.76 8.74 38,350
10 28 Hotel/Motel 2.92 6.79 110,948
11 35 Religious 2.77 6.43 117,766
12 29 Dormitories 2.33 5.40 133,663
13 27 Residential-Add'n & Alt 1.77 4.11 -
lU 32 Warehouse 1.65 3.84 37,101
15 33 Garage/Service Stations 1.23 2.85 68,182
16 24 Residential 2- to 4-Family 0.95 2.20 39,497
IT k9 Farm Service 0.86 2.00 5,151








TABLE 28 ASPHALT CONSUMPTION IN NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION








Asphalt Btu x 10 Btu/SF
1 23 Residential 1-Family 18.88 55.38 1+9,781+
2 36 Educational Buildings 15-87 1+6.55 11+7,51+1+
3 31 Office Buildings 10.80 31.70 201,ll+2
1+ 38 Other Non-Farm Buildings 9.17 26.91 168,821
5 3*+ Stores /Restaurants 8.53 25.02 119,51+1
6 30 Industrial Buildings 6.97 20.1+1+ 1+2,896
7 25 Residential-Garden Apts 5.89 17.28 75,823
8 37 Hospitals Ik 78 14.03 206,021
9 26 Residential-Hi ghrise Apts k.7k 13.92 86,837
10 28 Hotel/Motel 2.92 8.72 11+2,1+81+
11 29 Dormitories 2.62 7.70 190,591+
12 35 Religious Buildings 2.1+9 7.31 133,883
13 27 Residential-Add'n & Alt 1.73 5.09 -
Ik 32 Warehouse 1.U5 1+.2U 1+0,966
15 2k Residential 2- to ^-Family 1.20 3.52 63,196
16 33 Garage /Service Stations 1.19 3.1+9 83,1+93
IT k9 Farm Service 0.1+3 1.25 3,219
18 1+8 Farm Residential 0.29 0.81+ 15,1+13
TOTAL ENERGY IN
ASPHALT CONSUMPTION 100.0 293.39
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TABLE 29 DIRECT REFINED PETROLEUM CONSUMPTION IN NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (Excl Asphalt









% of Total Refined
Petroleum
(Excl Asphalt) Btu x 10 Btu/SF
1 23 Residential 1-Family 16.26 33.28 29,917
2 36 Educational Buildings 15. 5h 31.81 100,821*
3 30 Industrial Buildings 11.91 2U. 38 51,165
k 31 Office Buildings 10.59 21.67 137,500
5 38 Other Non-Farm Buildings 9.78 20.02 125,596
6 3b Store/Restaurant 8.90 18.21 87,001*
7 26 Residential-Highrise Apts 4.25 8.71 51*, 336
8 37 Hospital U.09 8.37 122,907
9 25 Residential-Garden Apts 3.78 7.71+ 33,962
10 28 Hotel/Motel 2.89 5-91 96,569
11 35 Religious Buildings 2.81* 5.81 106,1*10
12 29 Dormitories 2.35 U.82 119,307
13 27 Res i dential-Add f n & Alt 1.76 3.6l -
Ik 32 Warehouse 1.69 3.1*5 33,333
15 33 Garage/Service Stations 1.76 3.6l -
16 U9 Farm/Service 0.9U 1.92 l*,9l*5
IT 2U Residential 2- to U-Family 0.88 1.81 32,1*96
18 U8 Farm Residential O.36 0.7I* 13,578
TOTAL ENERGY IN
DIRECT REFINED
PETROLEUM CONSUMPTION 100.0 201+.72
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TABLE 30 ENERGY INPUT FRACTIONS IN ASPHALT































































Table 31 lists the Non-Asphalt Direct Energy use in the same manner
as Table 30 lists the Asphalt. In this listing, Stores and Restaurants
leads with 10.39 percent with Residential 1-Family being at the low
end with 5. IT percent.
An analysis of the use of direct energy in the construction industry
indicates that the Non-Building sectors used about two-thirds the
total direct energy and the Building sectors only one-third.
Asphalt, however, was used more in the Building sectors than in
the Non-Building sectors (327-76 trillion Btu versus 305-73 trillion
Btu*). In the Building sectors, the greatest amount of asphalt was
used in New Buildings (293-39 trillion Btu*) and in the New Building
category the greatest amount was used in Residential 1-Family
construction (55-38 trillion Btu or 18.88 percent**) followed by
Educational construction (1+6.55 trillion Btu or 15.87 percent**).
The high use of asphalt in all direct energy categories is explainable
as a by-product of our enormously expanded automobile usage. Stores
and Restaurants are now largely synonymous with the suburban shopping
center, an island of building in a sea of asphalt. The Residential
1-Family category, representing 30 percent of the total square footage




TABLE 31 ENERGY INPUT FRACTIONS IN DIRECT ENERGY (Excluding Asphalt)
(Ranked Order of New Building Construction Types)
399 % of '
RANKED ORDER Direc"
ORDER SECTOR BUILDING TYPE (Excli
1 3k Stores /Restaurants 10.39
2 28 Hotels /Motels 9.83
3 38 Other Non-Farm 9-65
k 31 Office Buildings 9.^7
5 35 Religious Buildings 9.37
6 29 Dormitories 9.3^+
7 33 Garage/Service Stations 8.8U
8 37 Hospitals 8.32
9 36 Educational Buildings 7.65
10 26 Highrise Apartments T.kl
11 32 Warehouses 6.6<j
12 2k Residential 2- to ^-Family- 6.32
13 25 Residential Garden Apts 5.91
ik 30 Industrial Buildings 5-56
15 23 Residential 1-Family 5.17
16 k9 Farm Service 3.k6
IT kQ Farm Residential 2.71
18 27 Residential-Add'n & Alt 1.90
Total Sector Energy in
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of new building has its ubiquitous asphalt driveway.
In considering the shopping center, most zoning ordinances require
between 2 and 3 square feet of parking for every square foot of
mercantile space.* Asphalt paving used in Residential 1-Family con-
struction, the largest single quantity of energy in all new building
construction, accounted for 10.5^ percent of all direct energy con-
sumption in new building construction and 1.62 percent of its total
energy consumption.
Acknowledging that asphaltic concrete paving is an excellent paving
material because of its resiliency, it is nevertheless appropriate to
consider alternative pavings for the Residential 1-Family sector,
where other solutions may be equally acceptable. Since we are faced
with a growing scarcity of oil, it may be especially desirable to
divert petroleum into more essential uses, employing asphaltic
concrete only where it is clearly necessary.
Table 32 compares four alternatives for a typical Residential 1-Family
driveway considering energy, labor, and costs, all of which must be
examined to select an alternative. The base condition, asphalt, requires
2U.3 million Btu, 3k man hours and $1+20. In comparing this with concrete,
concrete strips and brick, two strips of concrete would requaire 6.1
million Btu, 8 man hours and $280. For 1^ million one-family houses,
*The recommended standard of 5-5 spaces per 1,000 square feet of GLA
(gross leasable area) is equivalent to a parking ratio of 2.2 square
feet of parking area for one square foot of gross leasable area, p. 3^1,
The Community Builders Handbook , Urban Land Institute, Washington, DC, 1968,
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TABLE 32 ALTERNATIVES FOR TYPICAL RESIDENTIAL DRIVEWAY
(10' wide x U5' long)
Material
Energy 6
(Btu x 10 )
Asphalt (l) 2i+. 3
Concrete (2) 20.3
















Material - Mix by weight: 6% asphalt, 9^% aggregate
(Civil Engineering Handbook); 1 ton of asphalt = 235
gallons (Asphalt Institute); 1 CF of asphaltic concrete =
1U5 lbs (Asphalt Institute); 1 gallon of asphalt =
158,100 Btu (EBC Supplement, Table 5).
Therefore, 1 lb of asphalt = 18,577 Btu and 1 CY of
asphalt concrete = ^,363,7^0 Btu.
V thick driveway = 5-56 CY.
Labor and cost - Applied in two layers (1977 Dodge Manual)
top course, lV =0.27 man hours /SY & $5.00/SY
base course, 2V = 0.1+0 man hours /SY & $3-37/SY
Total, k" = 0.67 man hours/SY & $8.37/SY
Material - 1 CY ready mix concrete = 2,59^,338 Btu/CY
(EBC p. 50); 1 lb welded wire mesh = 2U,l87 Btu (EBC p. 55);
6 x 6 x 10/10 mesh = 21 lb/CSF (cone. Reinf. Stl. Institute
Design Handbook); 5" thick cone, driveway = 6.9*+ CY of cone,
and 9^.5 lb of mesh; 2 - 18" strips 5" thick = 2.08 CY
of cone, and 28.35 lb of mesh.
Labor and cost - 5" thick reinf. cone, paving = O.5I+ man
hours/SY and $l8.63/SY (1977 Dodge Manual).
Material - Brick on edge = 6 bricks /SF; ea brick =
25,582 Btu (EBC p. 1*9).
Labor and cost - Brick set in sand = 1.20 man hours/SY
and 25.65/SY (1977 Dodge Manual).

6k
this would represent a saving of about k.5 million barrels of oil per
year.
In the non-asphalt uses of refined petroleum as direct energy, the
greatest expectation for reductions must be directed toward a conserva-
tionist attitude on the part of the building industry workers - partially
stimulated by increasing costs of fuel - and toward the introduction
of automotive equipment that produces more mileage per gallon. The
target area is significant from a national perspective. Gasoline used
as direct fuel represents about Ik percent of the 15. 3^ percent of
Direct Energy in New Building Construction which, in turn was 5.11







This report is a supplement to the report, Energy Use for Building
Construction , December 1976 prepared by Richard G. Stein and Associ-
ates, Architects and the Energy Research Group at the Center for
Advanced Computation at the University of Illinois, December 1976.
The purpose of this supplementary study has been to fill in additional
detail in some areas of the EBC Report and to examine how the
labor component in building construction relates to the energy
requirements. The conclusions can be summarized as follows:
1. The studies on energy embodiment per unit of material were ex-
tended. The unit energy required for a number of additional
materials, components and assemblies was added to the units con-
tained in the EBC Report. These additional materials included
insulating board, asphalt, plastic products, plumbing fixtures,
plumbing fittings, copper piping and wiring, aluminum piping and
wiring, heating components, hot water heaters, metal doors and
windows, metal roofing and siding, fabricated metals and struc-
tural materials other than steel sections, and electrical equip-
ment. With these additions it is now possible to develop energy
estimates of complete buildings.
In examining one building type, one-family residences, we found
that 78 percent of the total energy expenditure is in those
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trades listed as general construction with 15 percent in the
mechanical and electrical trades. The remainder is in direct
energy, expended on the job site. In dollar costs, the general
construction averages about 63 percent of the total cost and
the mechanical and electrical require 27 percent. The balance
represents the contractors' on-site costs and overhead. The
information on energy per unit of product is presented in enough
detail to permit extrapolations for most building energy esti-
mating purposes. It is now suitable for use as the basic
framework of a computer-based energy estimating data bank. The
units used are those used for dollar estimating in the construc-
tion fields and the format would permit the immediate utiliza-
tion of a quantity survey of the proposed building for either
dollar estimating or energy estimating with no change in format.
As with dollar estimating, when such an energy estimating program
is set up, it can be constantly expanded and supplemented with
more detail and can follow changed conditions in the industry;
however, it would not require the constant up-dating of a dollar
estimating format since it is not subject to inflation, but only
to changes in manufacturing technology, shipping patterns and
methods
.
2. The EBC Report of December 1976 compared the energy requirement
of three interchangable assemblies for structural bays in a typi-
cal high-rise office building. Also, two wood frame wall
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assemblies were compared, one with wood shingle finish and one
with brick finish, with similar thermal performance character-
istics. The present study includes a labor comparison of each
of these and relates the labor requirements to the energy re-
quirements. In both cases, the assembly with the higher energy
content was also the one with the higher labor content. Steel
with a high energy content also has a high labor content per
unit, resulting from the many steps in the process of mining,
refining, and fabrication. More than three-quarters of the
labor in steel is embodied in the material and in the margins
by the time it is delivered to the job site. The pattern in
concrete is quite different with more than half the labor ex-
pended on the job site, in the process of placing the concrete.
In comparing brick veneer, and wood shingles in frame construc-
tion the high energy requirement for the firing of the bricks
made this an extremely energy intensive assembly. The handling
of the bricks both in the manufacturing process and in their
incorporation in the building are both done with a good deal of
hand labor. The result is that brick masonry is high both in
energy and labor.
These studies indicate the importance of making detailed studies
rather than accepting generalities. According to the overall
statistics of the construction industry, such building activities
as repair and modernization are more labor intensive but less
energy intensive per dollar than new construction. Further,
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when the construction industry reduces the amount of material
by using it more precisely in building, the labor requirement
increases but the embodied energy is decreased.
It becomes necessary to separate two aspects of labor use in
building. The first is in comparing different construction
practices in the use of the same construction material, in one
case used non-specifically with a minimum of labor, in the other
case, used more precisely but with more labor. The second deals
with the substitution of one material and technique for another.
This requires a detailed and specific study of different com-
ponents and assemblies, all meeting the same performance criteria
to determine which are least energy-intensive. The marketplace
determination of the costs will reflect both the energy and the
labor. As energy costs escalate, those components that are
energy intensive will have a steeper rise in their price per
unit. Where a process is labor intensive, the cost of labor will
probably be decisive. The interplay between labor costs and
energy costs will determine the changing market position of each
assembly.
3. The direct energy used in new building construction has been
examined in greater detail. The category, Direct Energy, repre-
sents the energy content of those energy materials consumed
directly on the job site. The five components, coal, crude
petroleum, refined petroleum natural gas, and electricity
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together are the single largest energy-using category among the
energy input fractions recorded. In examining Direct Energy it
was noted in the EBC Report that the great preponderance - almost
97 percent - is in the refined petroleum category. This category
includes asphalt and road oil delivered to the job for driveways,
parking areas, pavings and similar uses. Asphalt use in itself
represents 56 percent of all direct energy use. Of this total
asphalt use, Single Family Residences, representing 30 percent
of the square footage built, are responsible for about 19 percent
of the asphalt used. Educational Buildings, representing only
8.6 percent of the total square footage are responsible for about
l6 percent of the asphalt use. Office Buildings, representing
U.3 percent of the square footage use about 11 percent; and Other
Non-Farm buildings representing . Jj.. 3 percent of
construction require over 9 percent of the asphalt usage.
Stores and Restaurants, representing less than 6 percent of the
total square footage, require more than 8 percent of the total
asphalt
.
All of the asphalt road uses can be reexamined from several dif-
ferent angles. First, is the question of necessity for the
amount of paved area called for. In many cases there has been
an excessive amount of blacktop area and parking provided based
on once a year peak load requirements. The same holds true for
parking provisions for institutional and commercial buildings.

TO
In single family residential buildings there are a number of
satisfactory alternatives to the ubiquitous blacktop driveway.
If a permanent all-weather solution is sought , two strips of
concrete can be provided with a major energy saving. In addition,
in most residences, screened, washed gravel provides a satis-
factory wearing surface (and in most cases, a much more sympa-
thetic visual surface) at only the energy cost of quarrying
stone, operating the rock crusher, delivering the gravel stock
to the job site and spreading it.
In Hie balance of therefined petroleum category, that is petroleum that is
burned as a fuel on the job, the building construction industry
uses a total of 25 million barrels of petroleum. Of this, 92
percent of the dollar cost is in gasoline and motor fuels.
That means the greatest part is in the equipment and trucks used
to support the construction activities . A general improvement
in the gasoline mileage of motor equipment would have its impact
on this total which includes pick-up trucks, panel trucks, con-
tractors' cars and other smaller vehicles in addition to the
large pieces of heavy diesel equipment that work efficiently on
large scale construction tasks. U.8 percent of the dollar total
representing a somewhat higher gallon total is in distillate
fuel oils. These are used for the temporary heating of construc-
tion projects to permit construction through the winter. This
figure is also capable of being substantially reduced through a





While additional detail has been added to the information presented
in the EBC Report, much of the future work outlined in that report
still remains to "be done, as follows:
1. Additional studies of comparative constructions and components
and the development of techniques for life cycle energy comparisons
2. Analysis of the energy demands of a solar collector industry,
both to determine the net energy gains for the individual systems
,
and also to assess the impact on some of the major materials sup-
pliers to the solar collector industry, such as aluminum, copper
and glass.
3. The development of an energy estimating computer program, stated
in the units used by the building industry for cost estimating.
k. A further analysis of the plastics industry to identify the
products which can best be provided by the plastics industry and
those which can be provided equally well or better by natural
materials that plastics may have supplanted.
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5. Development of the dynamic model of the entire energy flow through
the construction industry for use as a planning tool, both for
the energy sector and for the industrial sector.
6. An upgrading of the data on the basis of the experience of indi-
vidual industries that are now beginning to reduce energy
expenditure per unit of product.
7. The determination of the spread between highest and lowest energy
embodiment per unit of product, component or individual building.
Since the input-output model has as its base annual average
figures, there is no indication of what reductions can be expected
even within the present state of the art . This information can
be ascertained through more detailed energy values than in the
EBC Report and in the supplement, based on individual audits.
8. A study of greater regionalism in the use of materials to deter-
mine whether this will cut down on the transportation margins.
9. In these figures there is no accounting for auto use to job sites by
construction workers, although this is a characteristic of construc-
tion procedure. Its quantitative evaluation and investigation
of possible alternates should be undertaken.
.
10. The 1972 Bureau of Economic Analysis figures should be available
in 1978. An updating of the data in the report will provide
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important information. Have there been changes in the overall
use of energy in the building process? How does this correlate
with changes in labor requirements? Are there shifts away from
some materials and toward others? Are there process changes
that affect the energy required for units of different materials?
Are there changes in the way different types of buildings are
designed and built that change the percentages graphed in the
energy profiles? These facts concerning changes are important
in understanding the dynamics that operate in the building design
field and permit policy decisions that can accelerate some
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Source: EBC Report, Table Bl - 10, p. lUO.

TABLE 3^ ENERGY INTENSITIES OF 399-ORDER SECTORS
TO JOB SITE - 1967 - BTU PER DOLLAR
16
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NEW CONST RES--1 FAfl.
NEU CONST RES— 2-4 FAB.
NEW CONST RES--GRDN APT.
NEU CONST alGB-SISE APT.
NEB CONST RES—ALT. .ADD.
NEB CONST HOTELS, HOTELS
NBU CONST DORMITORIES
NEU CONST IHDUST. BLOG.
NEU CONST OFFICE BLDG.
NEU CONST WAREHOUSES
NEU CONST GAR..SRV. STA.
NEB CONST STORES, BSTBSTS
NEU CONST BELIG. BLDG.
NEB CONST EDUC. BLDG.
NEB CONST HOSPITAL BLDG.
NEB CONST OTH. NON-FARH
HEN CONST TBLEPH..TELEG.
NEB CONST RAILROADS
NEU CONST ELECT. UTIL.
NEB CONST GAS UTIL.
NEU CONST PETROL. PIPE.
NEB CONST BATER SUPPLY
NEB CONST SBBER
NEU CONST LOC. TRANSIT
NEB CONST HIGHUAYS
NEU CONST FARH RESID.
NEB CONST FARH SERVICE
NEB CONST OIL/GAS NELLS
NEB CONST OIL/GAS EZPL.
NEB CONST MILITARY
NEB CONST CONS..DEV.
NEU CONST OTH. &ON-BLDG.
MAINT CONST RESID.
HAINT CONST OTH. NON-FRH
BAINT CONST FARH RESID.
HAINT XONST FARH SERVICE
HAINT CONST TEL., TEL.
HAINT CONST RAILROADS
HAINT CONST ELECT. UTIL.
HAINT CONST GAS UTIL.
HAINT CONST PBTR. PIPE.
HAINT CONST WATER SUPPLY
HAINT CONST SENER




HAINT CONST OIL/GS NELLS









































































































































































































































































1601 BROAO FAB HILLS














1802 KNIT APPRL HILLS








2004 SPEC PROD SAHHIL
2005 HILLWORK
2006 VENEER, PLYWOOD




2201 WOOD H'HOLD FURN
2202 UPb H'HOLD FURN
2203 HE! H'HOLD FURN
2204 HATTRESSES
2301 WOOD OFC FURN
2302 HETAL OFC FURN









2405 SANIT PAPER PBOD
2406 BUILDING PAPER


























3203 HISC RUBBER PROD
3204 HISC PLASTICS
3300 INDUST LEATHER
3401 FOOTWARE CUT STK

























3622 NONHE1 HIN PROD
3701 STEEL PROD






























































































































































47 259 4 301
47 260 4302
48 261 4400




















53 282 4 904








56 29 1 5201
56 29 2 5202







































































































































































































































































































































83 384 7 301
83 385 7302
83 386 7303






















































































































































LABOR INTENSITIES OF TYPICAL ASSEMBLIES: CALCULATIONS
The typical assemblies compared in the EBC Report for energy intensities
have been compared in this Supplement for labor intensities. The Direct
Labor was determined using 1976 Means Construction Cost Data . The
materials were arranged into appropriate task groups (e.g. all structural
steel items were aggregated into a group called Bolted Structural Steel),
and the output /day and man-hours /day of the required crew was established.
For each particular task the quantity of material to be placed was
established from which the percent of the crew's daily output and therefore
the actual man-hours required were determined and totaled for each
assembly.
Values for embodied and margin labor were determined using Census of
Manufactures data and CAC FTE/$ data (see Table 37). The dollar value of
the materials in the assembly was determined by applying the Census of
Manufactures $/unit values recorded in the EBC Report.* These values were
then aggregated into groups that correspond with the CAC 399 order sectors
to which the CAC FTE/$ values were applied. FTE values were then totaled
and multiplied by the 1967 average man hours/FTE recorded for manufacturing
industries to determine the required man-hours.
*EBC Report, pp. Ul-59.
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The unit value for the labor to produce the typical assembly is
determined by totaling the direct, embodied, and margin labor and












Weieht/ Total Weight Embodied Energy Total
Material Size Quantity Unit (30 x 30 Bay 1 (Btu/Unit) Er.bodied Energy
A Filler Bears W :8 x 1% 90 ft 1*5 lb/ft U.050 lb 22,707 Btu/lb 91,963,350 Btu
B Oirder W 2k x 76 30 ft 76 lb/ ft 2,280 lb 22,707 Btu/lb 5:, 771, 960 Btu
C Steel Deck 20 gauge 900 ft" 2.15 lb/ ft 2 1,935 lb 27,836 Btu/lb 53,5tj.;,6c 1 Btu
D Tenp Reinf 6x6 #S/#8 900 ft* .30 lb/ ft 2 270 lb 21*, 187 3tu/lb 6,530,1*90 Btu
E Cone Deck 1»" thick 900 rt^ .33 ft 3/ft
2
300 cu ft 96,087 Btu/cu ft 28,826,:00 Btu
f lirder Angles 3V x 5/l6" x 10" 1* 6.0 lb ea 2l» lb 22,707 Btu/lb 51*1,968 Btu
r; Filler Anples 3V x 5/l6" x 7" 12 1*.2 lb ea 50.1* ib 22,707 Btu/lb l,ll* !',!*32 Btu
H Bolts 3/1*" H.S. Bolts 36 .55 lb ea 19.8 lb 26,625 Btu/lb 52^,175 Btu
I Char.Tiels lV x 3/1*" x 1/8" 210 n 1.20 lb/ft 252 lb 22,707 Btu/lb 5,722,161* 3tU
J Runners 3/1*" x 3/1*" x 3/32" 1*80 ft .72 lb/ft 3l»6 lb 22,707 Btu/lb 7,856,622 Btu
K Wirehangers V diam 98 ft .17 lb/ft 16.6 lb 3U.385 Btu/lb 570,791 Btu
L Gyp Board h" thick 900 ft* 2.0 lb/ft 1,800 lb 3,1*85 Btu/lb 6,273,000 Btu
2c 3, 1*50, 3>i Btu
4- 900 = ?92,723 Btu/SF
Source: EBC Report, p. 89.
CENTER FOR ADVANCED COMPUTATION
University of Illinois Urbana IL 61801
and
RICHARD G. STEIN AND ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
588 Fifth Avenue New York NY 1 0036
ENERGY IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
ERDA Contract No. E(11-1)-2791
date
Subject
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A. Filler Beam W 16 x 31 90 ft 31 lb/ft 2,790 lb 22,707 Btu/lb 63,352,530 Btu
B. Girder W 2l* x 55 30 ft 55 lb/ft 1,650 lb 22,707 Btu/lb 37,1*66,550 Btu
C. Steel Deck 20 gauge 900 ft* 2.15 lb /ft* 1,935 lb 27,836 Btu/lb 53,862,660 Btu
D. Temp Reinf 6 x 6 - #8//C8 900 ft* .30 lb/ft* 270 lb 21*, 187 Btu/lb 6,530,1*90 Btu
E. Cone Deck 1*" thick 900 ft* .33 ft 3 / ft* 300 cu ft 96,087 Btu/cu ft 2?, 52c, 100 Btu
F. Neg Reinf #1* g 12" 600 ft .668 lb /ft 1*01 lb 15,661* Btu/lb 6,281,261* Btu
G. Studs 3A" x 3" 168 1.5 lb ea 252 lb 26,625 Btu/lb 6,709,500 Btu
H. Girder Angles 3V x 5/16' X 10" li 6.0 lb ea 21* lb 22,707 Btu/lb 51*14,963 Btu
I. Filler Angles 3¥' x 5/16' X 7" 12 1*.2 lb ea 50.1* lb 22,707 Btu/lb I,ll*l»,l»32 Btu
J. Bolts 3/1*" H.S. 36 .55 lb ea 19.8 lb 26,625 Btu/lb 527,175 Btu
K. Runners 3A" x 3/V X 3/32" 1*80 ft .72 lb/ ft 3l»6 lb 22,707 Btu/lb 7,856,622 3tu
L. Channels IV x 3/1*" X L/8" 210 ft 1.20 lb/ft 252 lb 22,707 Btu/lb 5,722,161* Btu
M. Wirehangers V diam 98 ft .17 lb/ft 16.6 lb 31*, 385 Btu/lb 570,791 Btu
N. Gyp Board h" thick 900 ft* 2.0 lb/ft
2
1,800 lb 3,1*85 Btu/lb 6,I7:,00'J Btu
22r, 668, 11.6 Btu
Source: EBC Report, p. 90.
90C = ^50,095 Btu/SF
CENTER FOR ADVANCED COMPUTATION
University of Illinois Urbana IL 61801
and
RICHARD G. STEIN AND ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
588 Fifth Avenue New York NY 1 0036
ENERGY IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
ERDA Contract No. E (1 1 -1 )-2791
Subject
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Total Weight Embodied Energy Total Embodied
(30 x 30 bay) (Btu/Unit) Energy
A. Concrete
B. Top col. strip
Reinforcing
C. Top mid strip
Reinforcing
D. Bottom rib col.
strip reinf




16" waffle 900 ft 2 .796 ft
3/ft2 717 cu ft
*6 bars 7fil4 1.502 lb/ft 1,177 lb
*U bars ^20 ft .668 lb /ft 280. 5 lb
06 bars 960 ft 1.502 lb/ft 1,1*142 lb
#5 bars 1,1*1*0 ft 1.01*3 lb/ft 1,502 lb





96,087 Btu/cu ft 63,?9l*,379 Btu
15,661* Btu/lb 18,1*36,528 Btu
15,661* Btu/lb '», 7 ? 3,752 Btu
15,661* Btu/lb 22,587,1*88 Btu
15,661* Btu/lb 23,527,328 Btu
2U , 187 Btu/lb 16,979,271* Btu
15l,8l5,7i*9 Btu
4- 900 = 172,021 Btu/SF
Source: EBC. Report, p. 91.
CENTER FOR ADVANCED COMPUTATION
University of Illinois Urbana IL 61801
and
RICHARD G. STEIN AND ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
588 Fifth Avenue New York NY 1 0036
ENERGY IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
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Material Size Quantity (Btu/SF)
A. Wood Framing 2" x k"-l6" o.c. 56 bd ft 3,1+86
B. Wood Shingles 18" 80 sq ft 7,315
C. Building Paper 15# 80 sq ft (12#) —
D. Plywood Sheathing 80 sq ft 7,705
E. Gypsum Wall Board V 80 sq ft (l60#) 6,920
F. Batt Insulation 3V 80 sq ft 6,860
32,286
Source: EBC Report, p. 96.
CENTER FOR ADVANCED COMPUTATION
University of Illinois Urbana IL 61801
ENERGY IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
ERDA Contract No. E (1 1 -1 )-2791
date
and Subject




RICHARD G. STEIN AND ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTS CAC Figure 9
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Material Size Quantity (Btu/SF)
A. Wood Framing 2" x k".-16" o.c. 56 bd ft 3,U86
B. Brick common U80 105,001*
C. Building Paper 15 # 80 sq ft (12#) —
D. Plywood Sheathing 80 sq ft 5,779
E. Gypsum Wall Board ¥' 80 sq ft (i6o#) 5,297
F. Batt Insulation 3V' 80 sq ft 6,860
126,ii26
Source: EBC Report, p. 97-
CENTER FOR ADVANCED COMPUTATION
University of Illinois Urbana IL 61801
ENERGY IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
ERDA Contract No. E (1 1 -1 )-2791
date
and Subject
Embodied Energy in Typical
Building Assemblies -
Brick on Wood Frame
by
RICHARD G STEIN AND ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTS CAC Figure iq
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TABLE 1+0 TOTAL LABOR COSTS FTE PER UNIT OF 399-ORDER PRODUCTS TO
JOB SITE
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TOTAL LABOR COSTS FTE PER UNIT OF 399-ORDER PRODUCTS TO
JOB SITE
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DISAGGREGATION OF REFINED PETROLEUM
The disaggregation of Asphalt and Road Oil from the Refined Petroleum
sector transactions to Construction sectors was determined "by apply-
ing data supplied by BEA and CAC. BEA records provided the 1967
dollar value of each refined petroleum product for each building type
(Table *+l). Table h2 explains the derivation of the quantities for each
product as follows. An assumed 1967 unit cost ($/Million Btu) was
established for each petroleum product, based on overall 1967 records.
These unit costs were divided into the BEA dollar values to establish the
proportional divisions among the different petroleum products in each
building type category. The total Btu of direct petroleum products
was obtained from the CAC model.* This was divided among the various
products in accordance with the proportioning noted above.
This established the end use Btu expenditure in each of the
petroleum product categories, and by multiplying these by 1.198, the
average ratio between source energy and end use energy for petroleum
products, the source energy value of each product was established. The
results are summarized on Table 1+3.
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